
Appendix B

Advanced Creations in Electrical
Engineering

Die polnischen Juden machen nach gewissen
gesprochen Gebeten und gehaltenen Fasttägen,
die Gestalt eines Menschen aus Thon oder
Leimen, und wenn sie das wunderkräftige
Schemhamphoras darüber sprechen, so muß er
lebendig werden. Reden kann er zwar nicht, ver-
steht aber ziemlich was man spricht und be-
fiehlt. Sie heißen ihn Golem, und brauchen ihn
zu einem Aufwärter, allerley Hausarbeit zu ver-
richten, allein er darf nimmer aus dem Hause
gehen. An seiner Stirn steht geschrieben ae-
maeth (Wahrheit, Gott) er nimmt aber täglich
zu, und wird leicht größer und stärker denn
alle Hausgenossen, so klein er anfangs gewesen
ist. Daher sie aus Furcht vor ihm den ersten
Buchstaben auslöschen, so daß nichts bleibt als
maeth (er ist todt) worauf er zusammenfällt und
wiederum in Ton aufgelöst wird.

The Polish Jews, after speaking certain prayers
and observing fast days, made the figure of a
man out of clay or loam, and when they speak
the miracle-working Schemhamphoras over it,
the figure comes alive. It is true that he can-
not speak, but he understands reasonably well
what anyone says to him and commands him
to do. They call him Golem and use him as a
servant to do all sorts of housework, but he may
never leave the house alone. On his forehead is
written Aemaeth (Truth, God). However, he in-
creases in size daily and easily becomes larger
and stronger than all his housemates, regardless
of how small he was at first. Therefore, fearing
him, they rub out the first letter, so that noth-
ing remains but Maeth (he is dead), whereupon
he collapses and is dissolved again into clay.

Jakob Grimm. 1808. Zeitung für Einsiedler [Journal for Hermits] No. 7, 23 April.
English translation by Edan Dekel and David Gantt Gurley.

German-speaking research groups designed and developed revolutionary microelectronics technolo-
gies years before those technologies were o�cially “invented” at Bell Laboratories and other non-
German firms.
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This appendix presents documentary evidence for:

B.1. The invention of transistors by German-speaking creators.

B.2. The invention of printed circuits/multi-pin connectors by German-speaking creators.

B.3. The invention of integrated circuits by German-speaking creators.

B.4. The invention of light emitting diodes (LEDs) by German-speaking creators.

B.5. The transfer of those technologies to other countries and companies.

Much more archival research is needed to clarify the historical details for the development and
transfer of microelectronics technologies.

B.1 Transistors

[According to o�cial histories, the first transistor was invented in the United States at AT&T
Bell Telephone Laboratories in late 1947 and early 1948 by John Bardeen (American, 1908–1991),
Walter Brattain (American, 1902–1987), and William Shockley (American, 1910–1989).

However, there is evidence that transistors were actually developed (or under development) earlier
by at least 12 independent groups in the predominantly German-speaking research world that were
led by the following scientists (Fig. B.1):

1. Julius Edgar Lilienfeld (Austrian, 1882–1963)

2. Oskar Heil (German, 1908–1994)

3. Gilles Holst (Dutch, 1886–1968) and Willem Christiaan van Geel (Dutch, 1895–1967)

4. Rudolf Hilsch (German, 1903–1972) and Robert Pohl (German, 1884–1976)

5. Erich Habann (German, 1892–1968)

6. Walter Schottky (Swiss/German, 1886–1976)

7. Heinrich Welker (German, 1912–1981) and Herbert Mataré (German, 1912–2011)

8. Erwin Weise (German?, 19??–19??)

9. Frank Rose (German?, 19??–19??), Eberhard Spenke (German, 1905–1992), and Erich
Waldkötter (German?, 19??–19??)

10. Karl Seiler (German, 1910–1991) and Paul Ludwig Günther (German, 1892–1969)

11. Helmar Frank (Moravian, 1919–2015) and Jan Tauc (Bohemian, 1922–2010)

12. Bernhard Gudden (German, 1892–1945) and Kurt Lehovec (Bohemian/Austrian/Czech,
1918–2012)

In addition to these 12 groups, were there any other German-speaking groups developing transistors,
for example at laboratories run by AEG, Askania, Blaupunkt, Fernseh, Loewe Radio, C. Lorenz,
Philips, the Reichspost, Siemens, the SS, Telefunken, various universities, or other laboratories in
Germany, Austria, Czech territory, Polish territory, or elsewhere? Much more archival research is
needed in this area.]
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Figure B.1: At least 12 groups in the predominantly German-speaking scientific world apparently
developed or were developing transistors 1922–1947 (prior to AT&T Bell Laboratories).
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[1. Julius Edgar Lilienfeld (Austrian, 1882–1963) filed several patent applications on a field
e↵ect transistor during the period 1925–1928, including:

Julius Edgar Lilienfeld. Filed in 1925 in Canada and in 1926 in the United States.
U.S. Patent 1,745,175. Method and Apparatus for Controlling Electric Currents. (pp.
2493–2496)

Julius Edgar Lilienfeld. Filed in 1928. U.S. Patent 1,900,018. Device for Controlling
Electric Current. (pp. 2497–2506)

Julius Edgar Lilienfeld. Filed in 1928. U.S. Patent 1,877,140. Amplifier for Electric
Currents. (pp. 2507–2513)

The great level of detail in those applications regarding the production and performance of such
transistors strongly suggests that he built and tested them [Crawford1991], although exactly what
results he achieved are not clear from currently available documents.

Much later, Bell Laboratories secretly built fully functioning devices based directly on Lilienfeld’s
patents, lending further support to the view that the patents were based on Lilienfeld’s own suc-
cessful experimentation [Arns 1998].

In the 1920s, Lilienfeld moved to the United States, where he married an American woman. It
appears that he was unsuccessful in finding su�cient financial and political support for his transistor
approach in the United States. In the 1930s, Lilienfeld and his wife moved to the island of Saint
Thomas in the Caribbean, where they lived the rest of their lives.]
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Figure B.2: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,745,175 (originally filed in 1925 in Canada).
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Figure B.3: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,745,175 (originally filed in 1925 in Canada).
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Figure B.4: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,745,175 (originally filed in 1925 in Canada).
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Figure B.5: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,745,175 (originally filed in 1925 in Canada).
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Figure B.6: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.7: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.8: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.9: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.10: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.11: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.12: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.13: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.14: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.15: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.16: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,877,140 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.17: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,877,140 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.18: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,877,140 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.19: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,877,140 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.20: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,877,140 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.21: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,877,140 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.22: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
e↵ect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,877,140 (filed in 1928).
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[2. Oskar Heil (German, 1908–1994) filed detailed patent applications on field e↵ect transistors
in 1934 in several countries, such as:

Oskar Heil. Filed 1934. Swiss patent CH184,396. Verfahren zum Steuern oder Verstärken
elektrischer Ströme. [Method for Controlling or Amplifying Electrical Currents.]

Oskar Heil. Filed 1934. U.K. patent GB439,457. Improvements in or Relating to Elec-
trical Amplifiers and Other Control Arrangements and Devices.

See pp. 2515–2521.

Currently it is unclear just what experimental work Heil may have done on the concept either
before or after filing the patent application, or whether other German-speaking scientists may have
taken up the ideas proposed in the application.

During World War II, Heil conducted electronics and physics research at C. Lorenz AG in Germany.
After the war, he moved to the United States, where he continued his research for several decades,
working for the U.S. government as well as several electronics companies.

Much more archival research should be conducted to elucidate the history and impact of Heil’s
ideas and projects both in Europe and in the United States.
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Figure B.23: Oskar Heil filed patent applications on field e↵ect transistors in Germany and other
countries in 1934.
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Figure B.24: Oskar Heil filed patent applications on field e↵ect transistors in Germany and other
countries in 1934.
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Figure B.25: Oskar Heil filed patent applications on field e↵ect transistors in Germany and other
countries in 1934.
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Figure B.26: Oskar Heil filed patent applications on field e↵ect transistors in Germany and other
countries in 1934.
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Figure B.27: Oskar Heil filed patent applications on field e↵ect transistors in Germany and other
countries in 1934.
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Figure B.28: Oskar Heil filed patent applications on field e↵ect transistors in Germany and other
countries in 1934.
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Figure B.29: Oskar Heil filed patent applications on field e↵ect transistors in Germany and other
countries in 1934.
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3. Gilles Holst (Dutch, 1886–1968) and Willem Christiaan van Geel (Dutch, 1895–
1967) filed a patent application on transistors in 1935 [Van Delft 2014]:

Gilles Holst and Willem Christiaan van Geel. Filed in Germany in 1935 and subse-
quently in other countries. U.S. patent 2,173,904. Electrode System of Unsymmetrical
Conductivity.

See pp. 2523–2525.

Holst was the research director at the Philips Eindhoven laboratory, and van Geel was an expert
there on metal and semiconductor materials. Both were nominated for the Nobel Prize in Physics
but never won.1

Holst was also one of the inventors of the sodium vapor lamp in 1932 (p. 957).

Philips Eindhoven was closely tied to the rest of the predominantly German-speaking research
world from the late nineteenth century through World War II, including work on electronics, com-
munications, and directed energy beams.2

To what extent was the work by Holst and van Geel based on the earlier patents of Julius Lilienfeld
and Oscar Heil?

How much did they interact with other groups in the greater German-speaking world that were
trying to develop transistors in the 1930s and early 1940s?

How far did the transistor-related work of Holst and van Geel get by 1945?

Did their work influence postwar projects at Bell Laboratories?

Much more archival research is needed.]

1https://www.nobelprize.org/nomination/archive/show.php?id=4874
. https://www.nobelprize.org/nomination/archive/show.php?id=4936

2See for example: CIOS III-1; CIOS VI-26, 27; CIOS X-13; CIOS XI-10; CIOS XII-22.
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Figure B.30: Gilles Holst and Willem Christiaan van Geel filed a patent application on transistors
in 1935.
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Figure B.31: Gilles Holst and Willem Christiaan van Geel filed a patent application on transistors
in 1935.
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Figure B.32: Gilles Holst and Willem Christiaan van Geel filed a patent application on transistors
in 1935.
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[4. Rudolf Hilsch (German, 1903–1972) and Robert Pohl (German, 1884–1976) demon-
strated a proof-of-concept point-contact transistor in 1938:

Rudolf Hilsch and Robert Pohl. 1938. Steuerung von Elektronenströmen mit einem Drei-
elektrodenkristall und ein Modell einer Sperrschicht. Zeitschrift für Physik 111:399–408.

Like a modern transistor, this solid-state semiconductor device had three electrodes, with the
current flow into the middle electrode (the base, in modern terminology) controlling and greatly
amplified by the much larger current flow between the other two electrodes (see pp. 2527–2528).
For the 1938 experiments, that signal amplification was approximately a factor of 20. These results
were extremely impressive, but the reason they are best described as “proof of concept” is that
they were obtained in a material (a potassium bromide crystal) that became a good semiconductor
only at a very high temperature (490oC) and high voltages (100–150 Volts), which would not be
practical for use in normal electronic circuits.

Hilsch recognized those limitations and promptly proposed that the results be replicated by mod-
ifying existing room-temperature semiconductor diodes to add a third electrode for the base (see
below and p. 2529):

Rudolf Hilsch. 1939. Elektronenleitung in Kristallen. Die Naturwissenschaften 27:489–492.

From available documentation, it is unclear exactly what projects Hilsch worked on between 1939
and the postwar period. Given his determination to replicate the transistor amplifier results in a
more practical semiconductor device, and given the extensive wartime work on new and improved
semiconductor devices, it seems likely that he would have carried his transistor work further, or
collaborated with other scientists to do so.

In any event, the 1938 Hilsch and Pohl paper and the 1939 Hilsch paper were published in physics
journals that were highly regarded and widely read in the German-speaking world, so they would
have encouraged many other scientists (such as those mentioned in this appendix) to try to replicate,
extend, and apply that work.

At the end of World War II, both Hilsch and Pohl were extensively interrogated by scientists and
o�cials from Allied countries in order to aid postwar electronics programs in those countries (see
for example pp. 2826 and 2834).]

Rudolf Hilsch. 1939. Elektronenleitung in Kristallen. Die Naturwissenschaften 27:489–
492.

Durch diese Messung ist zum erstenmal gezeigt
worden, daß man auch in festen Körpern
Ströme steuern kann. Die Trägheit der Ströme
in diesem “großen” Modell ist naturgemäß
groß. Es ist jetzt nur eine Aufgabe der Tech-
nik, auch in den dünnen Sperrschichten der
technischen Gleichrichter das Steuergitter un-
terzubringen. Wenn die Lösung dieser Auf-
gabe gelingt, kann der Dreielektroden-Kristall
auch technisch neben dem Dreielektroden-
Rohr seine Bedeutung erhalten.

This measurement has shown for the first
time that it is also possible to control
currents in solid bodies. The inertia of
the currents in this “large” model is nat-
urally large. It is now only a technical
task to add the control grid in the thin
barrier layers of engineering rectifiers. If
the solution to this problem is success-
ful, the three-electrode crystal can also
gain technical significance alongside the
three-electrode tube.
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Figure B.33: Rudolf Hilsch and Robert Pohl demonstrated a prototype point-contact transistor in
1938.
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Figure B.34: Rudolf Hilsch and Robert Pohl demonstrated a prototype point-contact transistor in
1938.
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Figure B.35: Rudolf Hilsch and Robert Pohl demonstrated a prototype point-contact transistor in
1938.
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[5. Erich Habann (German, 1892–1968) filed a very detailed patent application on point-
contact transistors, their fabrication, and use:

Erich Habann. Filed in 1942. German patent DE 971,775. Einrichtung zur Verstärkung
elektrischer Ströme und Spannungen. [Device for Amplifying Electrical Currents and
Voltages.] (pp. 2531–2534)

The level of detail in the patent application suggests that by 1942, Habann may well have already
produced and demonstrated such transistors at his Hessenwinkel laboratory (p. 2535).

Although documentation on his transistor results is not currently available, it is known that Habann
worked on a number of secretive research projects involving electronics, rockets, and nuclear physics
during the war, and that he was well funded by the German military. After the war, he continued
his research for the Soviet Union.

If Habann indeed had a working prototype transistor by 1942, it is possible that such transistors
may have been mass-produced for use in rocket guidance systems or other applications before the
end of the war.

It is also quite possible that Habann, his hardware, and his information directly or indirectly aided
the development of microelectronics technologies in Allied countries after the war.

It appears that thus far only the German historian Günter Nagel has investigated and briefly
written about Erich Habann and his inventions:

Günter Nagel. 2006. Pionier der Funktechnik. Brandenburger Blätter. 15 December 2006
p. 9.

Günter Nagel. 2011. Himmlers Wa↵enforscher: Physiker, Chemiker, Mathematiker und
Techniker im Dienste der SS. Aachen: Helios.

Günter Nagel. 2012a. Wissenschaft für den Krieg: Die geheimen Arbeiten der Abteilung
Forschung des Heereswa↵enamtes. Stuttgart: Franz Steiner.

Much more archival research should be conducted to investigate Habann’s technical accomplish-
ments, as well as their direct and indirect impacts on other research programs.]
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Figure B.36: In 1942, Erich Habann filed a detailed patent application on point-contact transistors,
their fabrication, and use.
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Figure B.37: In 1942, Erich Habann filed a detailed patent application on point-contact transistors,
their fabrication, and use.
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Figure B.38: In 1942, Erich Habann filed a detailed patent application on point-contact transistors,
their fabrication, and use.
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Figure B.39: In 1942, Erich Habann filed a detailed patent application on point-contact transistors,
their fabrication, and use.
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Figure B.40: The Hessenwinkel laboratory of Erich Habann, who filed a very detailed patent appli-
cation on point-contact transistors, their fabrication, and use in 1942 [courtesy of Günter Nagel].
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[6. Walter Schottky (Swiss/German, 1886–1976) conducted detailed analyses of semicon-
ductor properties necessary for transistors during World War II [Handel 1999]. See for example:

Walter Schottky. 1942. Vereinfachte und erweiterte Theorie der Randschichtgleichrichter.
[Simplified and Extended Theory of Boundary Layer Rectifiers.] Zeitschrift für Physik
118:539–592. (p. 2537)

Walter Schottky. Filed in 1948 but based on wartime work. German patent DE 841,174.
Halbleiteranordnung. [Semiconductor Device.] (pp. 2538–2543)

All of Schottky’s research papers were seized by the United States in 1945 and never returned to
him or publicly disclosed:

NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 24, Folder Selenium Rectifier Machinery. (pp. 2544–
2545)

Did Schottky’s work lead to functional transistors in wartime Germany and/or the postwar United
States? Historians should carry out much more research on this topic.]
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Figure B.41: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942 [Zeitschrift für Physik (1942) 118:539–592].
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Figure B.42: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942.
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Figure B.43: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942.
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Figure B.44: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942.
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Figure B.45: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942.
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Figure B.46: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942.
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Figure B.47: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942.
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Figure B.48: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942. All of his papers were seized by the United States in 1945 and never returned
[NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 24, Folder Selenium Rectifier Machinery].
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Figure B.49: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942. All of his papers were seized by the United States in 1945 and never returned
[NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 24, Folder Selenium Rectifier Machinery].
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[7. Heinrich Welker (German, 1912–1981) and Herbert Mataré (German, 1912–2011)
began developing a point-contact transistor in Germany during the war. Welker filed a detailed
patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April 1945.

After the war, Welker and Mataré continued their work in France. In 1948, they publicly announced
their transistor (p. 2547) and filed further patent applications.3

For more information, see:

Heinrich Welker. Filed in 1945. German patent DE 980,084. Halbleiteranordnung zur
kapazitiven Steuerung von Strömen in einem Halbleiterkristall. [Semiconductor Device
for Capacitively Controlling Currents in a Semiconductor Crystal.] (pp. 2548–2552)

Herbert Mataré and Heinrich Welker. Filed in 1948 but based on wartime work. U.S.
patent 2,673,948. Crystal Device for Controlling Electric Currents by Means of a Solid
Semiconductor. (pp. 2553–2556)

The postwar work by Welker and Mataré in France is relatively well known, but much more archival
research needs to be conducted to investigate the history and accomplishments of their German
projects during the war. Among many other questions, was their postwar French work an improve-
ment upon their wartime German work, or was it rather a reconstruction of their wartime German
work?]

3Handel 1999; Ringer and Welker 1948; Riordan 2005; Van Dormael 2004, 2009, 2012.
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Figure B.50: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.51: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.52: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.53: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.54: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.55: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.56: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.57: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.58: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.59: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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[8. Erwin Weise (German?, 19??–19??) admitted to Allied investigators that he “had demon-
strated the possibility of using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to
provide control of current flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to
create “electronic amplifiers without vacuum” (p. 2560).

For more information, see:

CIOS XXXI-2. Research Work Undertaken by the German Universities and Technical
High Schools for the Bevollmaechtigter fuer Hochfrequenztechnik; Independent Research
on Associated Subjects. (pp. 2558–2560)

BIOS 1658. Interrogation of Erwin Weise. Research and Development of Semi-Conducting
Materials. Practical Applications for Ultra-Sensitive Temperature Measuring Equipment
and Automatic Control and Stabilizing Problems.(pp. 2561–2565)

Erwin Weise. Filed 1940. German patent DE 721,677. Einrichtung zur Entnahme gle-
ichbleibender Gleich- oder Wechselspannung aus Netzen mit schwankender Spannung.
[Device for Drawing Constant Direct or Alternating Voltage from Networks with Fluc-
tuating Voltage.] (pp. 2566–2569)]
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Figure B.60: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.61: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.62: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.63: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.64: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.65: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.66: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.67: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.68: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.69: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.70: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.71: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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[9. Frank Rose (German?, 19??–19??), Eberhard Spenke (German, 1905–1992), and
Erich Waldkötter (German?, 19??–19??) filed detailed patent applications on transistors
[Handel 1999]. See for example:

Eberhard Spenke, Frank Rose, and Erich Waldkötter. Filed in 1949 but likely based
on wartime work. U.S. patent 2,648,805. Controllable Electric Resistance Device. (pp.
2571–2580)

Because of the extreme political and financial restrictions on conducting research in Germany after
the war, it seems likely that their patent applications were based on wartime work. Indeed, large
numbers of patent applications on wartime inventions were filed in 1949 when the West German
patent o�ce opened.]
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Figure B.72: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.73: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.74: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.75: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.76: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.77: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.78: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.79: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.80: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.81: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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[10. Karl Seiler (German, 1910–1991), Paul Ludwig Günther (German, 1892–1969),
and others developed methods for designing and fabricating silicon semiconductor devices through-
out the war and into the postwar period [Handel 1999]. Their work was applied to transistors after
the war, and it may have been used for that purpose during the war.

See for example:

CIOS ER 350. Interview at Heidenheim with Prof. Dr. Paul Günther, University and
Hochschule of Breslau, on Silicon Crystals. (pp. 2582–2583)

Karl Seiler. Filed in 1950 (but apparently based on wartime work). U.S. patent 2,701,216.
Method of Making Surface-Type and Point-Type Rectifiers and Crystal-Amplifier Lay-
ers from Elements. (pp. 2584–2587)

Paul Ludwig Günther and Franz Kerkho↵. Filed in 1954 (but apparently based on
wartime work). U.S. patent 2,876,400. Composite Electrodes for Directional Crystal
Devices. (pp. 2588–2590)]
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Figure B.82: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work)
[CIOS ER 350].
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Figure B.83: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work)
[CIOS ER 350].
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Figure B.84: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work).
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Figure B.85: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work).
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Figure B.86: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work).
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Figure B.87: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work).
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Figure B.88: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work).
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Figure B.89: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work).
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Figure B.90: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work).
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[11. Helmar Frank (Moravian, 1919–2015) and Jan Tauc (Bohemian, 1922–2010) worked
in very large, highly secret, German-run laboratories in Tannwald (now Tanvald, Czech Republic)
during the war [Lojek 2007]. When Czechoslovakia salvaged what was left of those laboratories
and restarted them after the war, one of the first actions that Frank and Tauc carried out was to
produce and demonstrate transistors. Those postwar Czech transistors were based at least in part,
and quite possibly entirely, on wartime German work. See for example:

pp. 1034–1056

pp. 2592–2593

p. 3460

p. 4484

p. 4490

p. 4507

Both Frank and Tauc continued to develop semiconductor and microelectronics technologies in
Czechoslovakia for many years. Frank was interrogated by the United States in 1945 regarding his
knowledge of advanced electronics technologies. Tauc eventually moved to the United States.

12. Bernhard Gudden (German, 1892–1945) and Kurt Lehovec (Bohemian/Austrian/
Czech, 1918–2012) ran a secretive and well-funded group that was developing advanced semi-
conductor devices at Charles University in Prague during the war [Lojek 2007]. After the war,
Gudden refused to assist Russian or Russian-backed forces and died in a Czech prison. Lehovec
was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States, where
he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits. His first U.S. patent
application on transistors covered a design that had several advantages over the transistors from
Bell Laboratories, and that may well have been based on wartime work that he and Gudden had
been conducting. See for example:

p. 1058

p. 1080

pp. 2593–2599

pp. 2653–2667

pp. 2730–2745

Historians should conduct much more archival research on the history and accomplishments of
the wartime microelectronics programs at Bohemian/Moravian/Czech laboratories such as those
where Helmar Frank, Jan Tauc, Bernhard Gudden, and Kurt Lehovec worked. Historians should
also investigate the many ways that numerous countries benefitted after the war from scientists,
information, and materials from those wartime programs.]
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Czech National Library of Technology. Professor Helmar Frank. English translation.
[https://www.techlib.cz/cs/84002-profesor-helmar-frank]

Helmar Frank was a Czechoslovak physicist of German nationality. He graduated in the Czechoslo-
vak Republic and the Protectorate of Bohemia und Moravia, worked at the German University in
Prague, the Institute of Physics of Charles University in Prague, the Research Institute of Commu-
nication Technology in Prague and since 1968 he worked as associate professor and later professor
at the Faculty of Nuclear and Physical Engineering Technical University in Prague.

He created the first Czechoslovak semiconductor amplifying component—the point-contact germa-
nium transistor—and developed, initiated and helped to introduce production of semiconductor
materials and components in many Czechoslovak factories. [...]

1940–1942 scientific assistant at the Institute of Physics of the German University in Prague

1942–1945 lecturer Prof. Gudden at the Institute of Physics of the German University in Prague

1945–1947 detained by the Czechoslovak army in the framework of reparations

1947–1950 employed as a civil contract employee of the Military Technical Institute with a workplace
in the Institute of Physics of Charles University

1950–1968 employed as an independent researcher at the Research Institute for Electro (tech)
Physics. (VÚPEF, later VÚST)

1968–1983 Associate Professor, Department of Solid State Engineering, Faculty of Nuclear Sciences
and Physical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague (KIPL FJFI ČVUT)

1972–1981 Head of the Department of Solid State Engineering

1973 appointed Chairman of the Board for the Defense of Candidate Dissertations, Chairman of
the State Examination Board for the State Final Examinations, elected Vice-Dean for Science and
Foreign Relations;

1983–2008 professor at FNSPE CTU

1950–2009 lectures and cooperation Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University in
Prague, Technical University of Dresden, University of Regensburg, GSF Munich, Slovak Technical
University in Bratislava, cooperation with CKD Semiconductors Prague, Tesla Vrchlabi, Prumet
Sumperk, Tesla Roznov, Tesla Piestany

Jan Tauc 1922–2010. National Academy of Sciences 2011
[http://nas.nasonline.org/site/DocServer/Tauc Jan.pdf]

Jan’s first job after graduation was at a government-supported research institute with a mission to
develop electronic technologies (such as television and microwaves), using equipment and documen-
tation left behind by the German army and declassified information from the West that became
available after the war. The institute was located first in Tanvald, a mountainous region of northern
Bohemia, which was the location of the former German army center. There Jan became involved
in microwave detectors that the Germans had developed for the 10 cm wavelength band, using ger-
manium. When the news of the invention of the transistor reached Prague, he used the germanium
of those detectors to build the first point-contact transistor in Czechoslovakia and decided to stay
in that field.
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Bo Lojek. 2007. History of Semiconductor Engineering. Berlin: Springer. pp. 195–204.

Czech-born Kurt Lehovec started his career during World War II at Charles University in Prague
as a Ph.D. student of Prof. B. Gudden (B. Gudden graduated and worked under Prof. Pohl). Kurt’s
Ph.D. study focused on lead-selenide as an infrared detector. During the course of this research, he
noticed that Thallium di↵used into Selenium very rapidly and the “blocking e↵ect” of the rectifier
was significantly improved. Süddeutsche Apparate Fabrik in Nüremberg supported Lehovec’s study.
This association let Lehovec attend a secret scientific conference about “Material X” in 1942 in
Munich. The code name, Material X, was used for Germanium, and Lehovec did not know what
Material X was.

German military research maintained two research groups working on semiconductors in occupied
Czechoslovakian “Böhmen und Mähren” territory: The Prague group headed by Prof. B. Gudden
worked on the rectifying diode; a second and larger group worked in the small town of Tanvald in
the North of Bohemia on microwave point contact diode and radar research. Many members of the
German research groups, including Prof. Gudden, were killed in May 1945 during the liberation of
Czechoslovakia by the Red Army. A major part of the Tanvald research facility was confiscated by
the Soviet army and transferred to the Soviet Union; the rest of the inventory was set on fire and
destroyed.

Several kilograms of Germanium survived the fire and were used by Jan Tauc and Helmar Frank
to build the first European [sic—actually the first Czech] transistors in 1949. Jan Tauc later im-
migrated to the United States. Helmar Frank, who was also a student of Prof. Gudden at Charles
University, directed post-war semiconductor research sponsored by the Czechoslovakian Army at
the former Philips Laboratories in Prague.

During the war the British Intelligence Assault Unit 30AU identified prominent scientists involved
in German research. [...] At the end of the war, the CIA and KGB quickly joined the British e↵ort
and transferred several researchers from the Prague and Tanvald research groups to their respective
countries. The CIA with U.S. Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency (JIOA) executed the Project
Paperclip, and picked up Kurt Lehovec. Under very dramatic circumstances, when the Red Army
began the liberation of Prague, and when hours not days made a di↵erence, Lehovec peddled on a
bicycle with his tennis racquet from Prague to the American occupied zone. Later, he was deported
as a Paperclip item in a U.S. Navy ship to the Squier Laboratory at U.S. Signal Corps in Fort
Monmouth in New Jersey.

The thinking behind project Paperclip was exemplified in a letter Major General Hugh Knerr,
Deputy Commanding General for Administration of U.S. Strategic Forces in Europe, wrote to
Lieutenant General Carl Spatz in [June] 1945: “Occupation of German scientific and industrial es-
tablishments has revealed the fact that we have been alarmingly backward in many fields of research,
if we do not take this opportunity to seize apparatus and the brains that developed it and put this
combination back to work promptly, we will remain several years behind while we attempt to cover
a field already exploited.”

[...] Lehovec arrived at the U.S. Signal Corps with physical chemists, Dr. Rudolf Brill and Ernst
Baers, physicists; Horst Kedesti, Georg Hass, Georg Goubau, Günter Guttwein, and electrical en-
gineers; Hans Ziegler, Eduard Gerber, and Richard Guenther. From 210 Paperclip scientists the
Signal Corps utilized 24 scientists, all involved in radar and communication research. The rocket
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scientists ended up in White Sands.

[...] In 1959, Ziegler became the Chief Scientist of U.S. Army Signal Corps’ Laboratories at Fort
Monmouth, N.J. After the Army’s re-organization, he was appointed in 1963 to Deputy for Science
and Chief Scientist of the US Army Electronics Command and in 1971 to Director of the U.S. Army
Electronics Technology & Devices Laboratory. Dr. Ziegler was also a Fellow of the IEEE and the
American Academy of Science. The Army recognized his achievements with two Meritorious—and
the coveted Exceptional—Civil Service Awards. [...]

Lehovec asked the chief scientist of Squier Laboratory, Dr. Golay, what his research project should
be, and he received the answer: “you can do whatever you want, we need everything.” Lehovec was
one of the youngest members of the Paperclip team, and he worked very hard from day one. His
group was assigned to the “Institute of Advanced Study” and had about 10 members. In 1948,
Lehovec was sent to Purdue University to visit Prof. Lark-Horovitz’s group to discuss ongoing
research with the Signal Corps. With Dr. Harold A. Zahl, the Chief Scientist of the Signal Corps,
Lehovec visited Bell Laboratories and started the Army’s research on silicon and germanium devices,
primarily on the problems of light emission from solids.

From his Prague studies he was familiar with the work of Russian scientist O. Lossew on “cold”
light emission, first observed in silicon carbide in 1907. This e↵ect, which was manifested by passing
current through selected crystals of silicon carbide, showed a type of light emission which remained
unexplained. Dr. Carl A. Accardo remembered when he was approached by Lehovec with an inquiry
“if I would be interested in studying the e↵ects with him and his co-worker Edward Jamgochian.”
Their research indicated that the produced light was due to the recombination of electrons and holes
across a so-called p-n junction. The two articles authored by Lehovec, Accardo and Jamgochian
appeared in Physical Review and were presented at the American Physical Society in New York.
The articles provided the theoretical background and an explanation of what later become known
as LED’s, or light emitting diodes.

Lehovec was a principal and reviewer of Semiconductor Research Contract DA36-0390SC 71131
between the U.S. Signal Corps and Prof. Karl Lark-Horovitz’s group at Purdue University. During
1949–1950 Lark-Horovitz and R. Bray investigated the e↵ect of strong electric fields on the observed
spreading resistance of metal-germanium point-contact rectifiers. Some of these experiments closely
resembled the work carried out simultaneously at Bell Telephone Laboratories by Bardeen, Brattain,
and Shockley. [...]

Lehovec set up laboratory production in record time and he was on a mission. His goal was not to
duplicate Bell Telephone Laboratories devices. He wanted to be an innovator, not a follower. He
noticed already at the Signal Corps that the only drawback of the silicon devices was lower mobility
of free carriers, which would make the devices somewhat slower compared to the germanium devices.
Kurt Lehovec realized that the only way to overcome this disadvantage was to make the device
smaller. However, to manufacture small devices in the beginning of the nineteen fifties was not an
easy task. In addition, Sprague’s management philosophy was, “if this is any good, Bell would have
done it already.”

Lehovec found two basic problems with the Bell point contact transistor which the Sprague Com-
pany licensed:

1) Tedious labor to manipulate under a microscope two tiny wires to the correct position.
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2) The possibility of sliding of the wires during the handling the device.

Lehovec came up with an ingenious solution to these problems which Armen Fermenian put into
practice, a narrow sheet of beryllium copper was guided over a ceramic frame and glued to it.
Two metal chisels cut the sheet within the frame providing the triangular shapes with sharp points
facing to each other. A plunger then bent the tips of the triangles into vertical position at the
desired spacing of the point contacts.

Lehovec visited Bell Labs and showed a transistor to Jack Morton. Morton was very impressed with
Sprague technology and considered an order of a large number of devices for Western Electric. The
deal was, however, aborted by Sprague management. The next major improvement of transistor
technology was the introduction of new “capillary alloying” for junction transistor. This method
allowed to calculate the amount of germanium dissolved in the indium from the germanium-indium
phase diagram at the given temperature, and thus to control the junction depth. In addition, the
surface-melt technique enabled the production of multiple junctions in a single slice of semiconduc-
tor. The method was superior to the BTL and TI grown-junction transistor process, which could
produce only PNP or NPN structures. [...]

Another of Lehovec’s major inventions, junction isolation, had a very interesting background.
Lehovec attended a workshop at Princeton University in the end of 1958. Torkel Wallmark of
RCA presented in this workshop a visionary presentation about the next generation of electronics.
Wallmark listed problems that needed to be solved before integrated circuits could be designed.
One of these limitations was device isolation. Lehovec, educated from his work on the surface-melt
multiple-junction devices found a solution while driving his red Corvette—PN junction isolation.

The engineering problem was solved; the bigger problem remained to be overcome. At that time
nobody had heard anything about integrated circuits, so only visionaries could have appreciated
the importance of Lehovec’s invention. The Sprague Company did not have visionaries and they
did not want to file a patent application. Sprague’s patent attorney, Hillary Sweeney, explained at
great length to Lehovec, that a patent needed to have a docket number and must be in sequence
with previous disclosures, and that he was too busy to do it. Lehovec wrote the patent application
himself and mailed it to the Patent O�ce. After months, a persistent Lehovec finally prevailed. His
patent was approved and issued by the Patent O�ce without a major objection. Immediately after
the patent 3,029,3662 was issued, Al Bower, of the patent firm Connolly & Hutz that handled the
Sprague patents, called Lehovec that Texas Instruments is suing Sprague for patent interference.
[...]

Texas Instruments set up the interference proceeding hearing in a large conference room and
equipped Kilby with double digits of TI’s attorneys. Sprague Company was represented by At-
torney at Law, Mr. Hutz, and Kurt Lehovec. [...]

The whole Texas Instruments séance ended as a complete debacle, and attorney Hutz was asked to
deliver a written summary of arguments presented at the hearing. Three weeks later the U.S. Patent
O�ce decided that Lehovec was entitled to all patent claims and was awarded patent priority.
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Harold Zahl, a retired Director of the U.S. Army’s Fort Monmouth laboratory [Zahl
1968, pp. 108–109]

On “Project Paperclip” it was not pieces of equipment or missiles which were brought over from
Germany, it was people—scientists, engineers, and families. In the cruel years immediately following
the war there were many very able scientists and engineers who wished to leave Western Europe
and make a new home in the United States.

“Screening” o�ces were accordingly set up in Europe, and applications studied very carefully as
to ability and previous political interests. Simultaneously military laboratories in this country were
asked whether they wished any of these people, and their dossiers were made available for decision
purposes.

As most elsewhere, at Monmouth we had two problems: First, the war still remained very fresh in the
memories of our people; and second, we were still releasing relatively unskilled American citizens.
But the superb talent available through “Paperclip” suggested once-in-a-lifetime opportunities, and
much of the top American talent was straining to get out of the military environment back to their
teaching jobs or to industry.

Demonstrative of the type of talent we were dealing with, on each request the requester had to
sign a statement to the e↵ect that the equivalent to the person he was asking for was not available
in the U.S. The problem of asking for this type of talent, or rather the decision as to whether we
should, was put squarely up to me as director of research. I recommended “Yes, let’s try it with 25
people,” and we were in business. This was probably one of the most important decisions I have
ever made.

The men and their families then started coming over, most of them with all their worldly possessions
and hardly any money. The title of “Doctor” soon grew commonplace at Monmouth. In coming
over, they were signed for a two-year contract, with our option to return them in six months if
we for any reason found them unsatisfactory. After the contract expired, Civil Service regulations
allowed them to change to what was called Schedule-A, a form of Civil Service which would be
finalized once citizenship had been achieved.

I have in my o�ce a photo of the first 16 which came over, hands up, swearing allegiance to the
United States, as they moved into Schedule-A. Of these 16, now twenty years later, 11 still remain
at the Monmouth laboratory, all in very high positions, and one in the very highest. It was a
wonderful experience to see the old “Melting Pot” in action.

In retrospect, throughout the country we see thousands of our best citizens, able engineers, scien-
tists, and administrators, with a byproduct of tens of thousands of brilliant children in our schools
. . . the results of “Paperclip.” Surely this country is better and stronger because of that decision,
made by a few men more than two decades ago.
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Figure B.91: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits. In 1952, he filed
a patent application on a transistor design that had several advantages over the transistors from
Bell Laboratories.
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Figure B.92: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits. In 1952, he filed
a patent application on a transistor design that had several advantages over the transistors from
Bell Laboratories.
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Figure B.93: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits. In 1952, he filed
a patent application on a transistor design that had several advantages over the transistors from
Bell Laboratories.
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B.2 Printed Circuits and Multi-Pin Connectors

[While moving from large vacuum tubes to small transistors greatly helped to miniaturize and
simplify electronics, the development of printed circuit boards was another major step in micro-
electronics. In printed circuits, electronic components are attached to an insulating board that is
covered with etched metal lines for wires, avoiding the labor and bulkiness involved in connecting
separate physical wires to each component. A closely related technological development was multi-
pin connectors, which could be used without printed circuits but became even more advantageous
when used together with printed circuits.

As shown on pp. 2602–2613, Albert Hanson (German, 18??–19??) filed patent applications on
printed circuits and multi-pin connectors in 1902 and 1903. From the available documentation, it
is not clear how far he got in implementing his designs, although the highly detailed nature of the
patents suggests that he may well have built and tested printed circuits and multi-pin connectors.

Mathias Nowottnick, an engineering professor at the University of Rostock, noted that printed
circuit technology, apparently based on Hanson’s patents, was being used by at least three German
companies by 1927–1932 [Nowottnick 2014, p. 4]:

1927 Telefunken, Verdrahtung von
Bauteilen mittels Messingstreifen.

1930 Hescho-Werke in Hermsdorf Auf-
drucken von Leiterzügen auf Keramiksub-
strat mittels Siebdrucktechnik (stellt heute
noch die Grundlage für die Dickschicht-
technik dar!)—“Gedruckte Schaltung”.

1932 erste Leiterplatte mit genieteten
Metallstreifen, Sachsenwerk Licht und
Kraft AG

1927 Telefunken, wiring of components
using brass strips.

1930 Hescho Works in Hermsdorf
Imprinting of conductors on ceramic sub-
strate using screen printing technology
(still the basis for thick-film technology
today!)—“printed circuits.”

1932 first printed circuit board with
riveted metal strips, Sachsenwerk Light
and Power AG

Paul Eisler (Austrian, 1907–1992) studied engineering at the University of Vienna, graduated in
1930, and worked in electrical engineering, during which time he apparently became familiar with
then-current German and Austrian printed circuit technologies that were based on Hanson’s orig-
inal patents. In 1936 Eisler fled to the United Kingdom, taking his knowledge of printed circuit
technologies with him, and he immediately began building printed circuits upon his arrival there
[Eisler 1989; Medawar and Pyke 2000].4

4Note that many historians have described Eisler as the inventor of printed circuits. While Eisler played a critical
role in transferring printed circuit technology out of the German-speaking world and producing the first printed
circuits in Allied countries, it seems clear from the historical record that Albert Hanson was the original inventor in
1902, and that multiple companies in the German-speaking world were building and selling printed circuits several
years before Eisler ever built his first printed circuit board. From both his studies and his work as an electrical
engineer, presumably he would have been familiar with those technologies before he left the German-speaking world.
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Eisler brought printed circuit technology to the attention of the British government during World
War II and filed patent applications on it in 1944 (pp. 2614–2630). Some U.S. o�cials discovered
Eisler’s work and incorporated simple printed circuits into proximity fuses for artillery shells that
were used in late 1944 and 1945, but otherwise Allied countries do not seem to have harnessed the
potential of printed circuits during the war.

In contrast, as shown on pp. 2631–2634, printed circuits were in “wide use” in wartime Germany (ap-
parently having grown far beyond just Telefunken, Hescho-Werke, and Sachsenwerk since ⇠1930),
and all of that printed circuit technology was transferred to the United States on a large scale after
the war by people such as longtime Bell Telephone Laboratories engineer Todos Odarenko.

The final step in the development of printed circuits came when Rudolf Strauss (German, 1913–
2001) developed the wave soldering method for the fully automated manufacturing of printed cir-
cuits, or surface mount technology (SMT), from 1951 to 1955; see pp. 2635–2641 [rondinax.wordpress
.com/2014/01/31/rudolf-strauss-1913-2001-a-key-player-in-the-rondinax-and-rondix-story/]. (Was
Strauss truly the original creator of wave soldering, or did he bring that method with him from the
German-speaking world, just as Eisler apparently brought printed circuits?)

Boris Chertok, who led some of the Soviet missions removing German technologies after World War
II, mentioned the widespread German use of sophisticated multi-pin connectors. Those likely went
along with printed circuits, since printed circuits were in wide use and both multi-pin connectors
and printed circuits traced back to Albert Hanson’s inventions. Chertok also described the transfer
of many other advanced electronics technologies to the Soviet Union (pp. 2642–2647).

The figure on p. 2648 shows a panel of multi-pin connectors from an A-4 (V-2) rocket produced
during the war [Peenemünde Archive, Folder ARK 41].

Much more archival research is needed to reconstruct the detailed history and extent of research
and development of printed circuits in the German-speaking world, as well as how that work was
transferred to other countries during and after the Third Reich.]
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Figure B.94: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.95: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.96: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.97: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.98: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.99: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.100: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.101: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.102: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.103: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.104: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.105: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.106: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a patent application on them
in 1944. At least three German companies produced printed circuits several years before Eisler,
and he was presumably familiar with their technology from his studies and work as an electrical
engineer in the German-speaking world.
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Figure B.107: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.108: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.109: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.110: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.111: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.112: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.113: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.114: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.115: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.116: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.117: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.118: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.119: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.120: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.121: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.122: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.123: Printed circuits were in “wide use” in wartime Germany and the technology was
transferred to the United States after the war by people such as longtime Bell Telephone Laborato-
ries engineer Todos Odarenko [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 25, Folder Odarenko, Dr. T. M.,
undated press release (probably late 1946)].
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Figure B.124: Printed circuits were in “wide use” in wartime Germany and the technology was
transferred to the United States after the war by people such as longtime Bell Telephone Laborato-
ries engineer Todos Odarenko [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 25, Folder Odarenko, Dr. T. M.,
undated press release (probably late 1946)].
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Figure B.125: Printed circuits were in “wide use” in wartime Germany and the technology was
transferred to the United States after the war by people such as longtime Bell Telephone Laborato-
ries engineer Todos Odarenko [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 25, Folder Odarenko, Dr. T. M.,
undated press release (probably late 1946)].
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Figure B.126: Printed circuit technology was transferred from Germany to U.S. companies such
as Bell Telephone Laboratories after the war [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 24, Folder Bell
System].
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Figure B.127: Rudolf Strauss invented wave soldering for printed circuits, or surface mount tech-
nology.
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Figure B.128: Rudolf Strauss invented wave soldering for printed circuits, or surface mount tech-
nology.
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Figure B.129: Rudolf Strauss invented wave soldering for printed circuits, or surface mount tech-
nology.
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Figure B.130: Rudolf Strauss invented wave soldering for printed circuits, or surface mount tech-
nology.
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Figure B.131: Rudolf Strauss invented wave soldering for printed circuits, or surface mount tech-
nology.
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Figure B.132: Rudolf Strauss invented wave soldering for printed circuits, or surface mount tech-
nology.
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Figure B.133: Rudolf Strauss invented wave soldering for printed circuits, or surface mount tech-
nology.
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Jean Medawar and David Pyke. 2000. Hitler’s Gift: The True Story of the Scientists
Expelled by the Nazi Regime. New York: Arcade. p. 93.

Rudolf Strauss [...] met and became friends with Paul Eisler, a refugee from Austria, who had
invented the printed electrical circuit board, which revolutionized the electronics industry. Strauss
invented a technique for soldering thousands of electric connections in one operation. His ‘wave
soldering’ machine, built in 1958, is still being made in a sophisticated form all over the industrial
world. [...]

Recognition of Eisler’s work took years. In late 1957 Lord Hailsham told the Royal Society that he
rated the printed electric circuit as important an invention as penicillin or atomic fission.

Boris Chertok. 2005–2012. Rockets and People. 4 vols. Washington, DC: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing O�ce.
[http://www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/rockets people vol1 detail.html]

[Vol. 1, pp. 217–218:] We received “directives” and instructions thought up by God knows who, such
as: “While inspecting German factories and laboratories, don’t get carried away with intellectual
achievements, but first and foremost compile a list of the types and number of machine tools,
industrial engineering equipment, and instruments. As far as documentation and specialists are
concerned, that is a matter of our judgement, and initiative will not be prohibited.”

[Vol. 1, pp. 220–222:] DIARY ENTRY. 29–30 April 1945.

We are inspecting DVL [Deutsche Versuchsanstalt für Luftfahrt, or German Aviation Research
Institute]. Administrative building. Archives, papers, personal documents—in safes. How do you
open a safe? The sergeant and soldier detailed to us from the BAO already have experience. The
soldier holds a large chisel against the safe doors. The sergeant, a “non-combatant” well over
forty, delivers a precise, powerful blow with a heavy sledgehammer. Usually it opens the first time.
Sometimes if the safe is especially “di�cult,” it takes three or four blows.The safes are full of
reports with a red stripe,“Geheim!” (Secret) or “Streng Geheim!” (Top Secret). We leaf through
the pages— reports, reports about all kinds of tests.

“DVL”—this is, after all, the equivalent of our TsAGI, LII, and Air Force NII all rolled into one.
There is neither the time, nor the physical capability to read and study them.

The general has ordered us to list everything, load it into boxes, and send it by plane to Moscow.
But where are we going to get as many boxes as we need? It turns out that the rear services and
BAO do have them, and can organize everything! But there isn’t even time to make a list of the
reports.
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Laboratory building. The aeronavigation laboratory is filled with benches for testing onboard in-
struments. The photochemical laboratory, the laboratory where materials are tested for strength
and fatigue, vibration benches. A bombing and firing sights laboratory, accelerometer calibration
units. And what magnificent drafting and designing equipment! I am envious of the German de-
signers’ workstations. Aside from the nice Kuhlman drafting unit, the swivel chair, and comfortable
desk with lots of drawers, it is full of details, and everything has its place. Oh, this German love
for details and this exactness, which has engrained such top-notch work into the culture.

The thing that every laboratory needs the most and that is in the shortest supply is the Siemens
four-mirror oscillograph. There we found various models: two-, four-, and six-mirror models. With-
out them, conducting research on rapidly occurring dynamic processes is impossible. This is a new
epoch in the technology of measurements and engineering research. In Moscow, at NII-1 we had
only one six-mirror oscillograph for the entire institute. And these Germans had so many! No,we no
longer felt the hatred or the thirst for vengeance that had boiled in each of us earlier. Now it was
even a pity to break open these high quality steel laboratory doors and to entrust these diligent
but not very careful soldiers with packing priceless precision instruments into boxes.

But faster, faster—all of Berlin is waiting for us! [...]

The electric instrument laboratory was fantastic! There were so many unique (for us) instruments of
all types and ranges from the world-renowned German firms Siemens, Siemens und Halske, Rohde
& Schwarz, and the Dutch firms Philips, Hartmann-Braun, and Lorentz! And again— photographic
enlargers, slide projectors, movie projectors, chemicals, bulky stationary cameras, cine-theodolites,
phototheodolites, and optics of incomprehensible purpose...

We christened a separate building the electrophysics building because of its contents. Electronic low-
and high-frequency frequency meters, wave meters, precision noise meters, octave filters, harmonic
analyzers, nonlinear distortion factor meters, motor generators and dynamotors for various volt-
ages, even the scarce cathode ray (now called electronic) oscillographs. The richest building of all
was the one containing radio and acoustical measurement equipment.

We are writing the addresses of our firms on the boxes:“P.O. Box” so-and-so. But what will really
happen to this stu↵? Who will meet the airplanes in Moscow?”

[Comments added by Chertok in the 1990s:] After much time had passed, I indeed never found a
single report from that mass of secret and top-secret reports that I had sent from Adlershof. They
were dispersed over LII, TsAGI, NISO, and other aircraft industry institutions. Only about one-
tenth of the instruments that we had sent ended up at NII-1, provoking a justifiable reaction from
my immediate chief. At NII-1 in Likhobory, they began preparing the next, independent expedition
to Germany. This time, on their own airplane.

[Vol. 1, p. 230:] In the ensuing days, we continued to investigate the Askania facility. The factory had
a broad spectrum of interesting items and competed with Siemens for our interest. We discovered
another large factory and design bureau in Mariendorf. Here I finally found intact actuators for the
V-2, as well as similar actuators for aircraft autopilots. Sets of autopilot equipment intended for
delivery were assembled on the test stands. With astonishment, we discovered shops with submarine
periscopes, periscope range finders, bombsights, and anti-aircraft fire control equipment (PUAZO).
There were special cockpits equipped for crew training and testing where blind flight conditions
were simulated. There was a rather large shop that was involved with purely optical production.
Optical glass polishing machines stood next to the finished products—virtual mountains of lenses
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of various diameters up to 50 centimeters! The test laboratories were excellently equipped. They
contained pressure chambers, thermal vacuum chambers, vibration stands, and rainfall simulators.
Every area was equipped with all-purpose and special-purpose measurement instruments and also
with our dream instrument: the Siemens multi-mirror oscillograph!

[Vol. 1, pp. 231–233:] DIARY ENTRY. 9 May 1945.

Our visit to the Telefunken factory in Zehlendorf was very interesting.

Originally it was a radio tube factory, but in the last few years it has switched almost completely
to radar. In contrast to many other enterprises here we found almost all of the personnel, including
chief engineer Wilki and his immediate sta↵. Chistyakov and I already spoke German rather briskly.
For that reason we did not need an interpreter. Wilki and the production chief showed us the factory
and laboratory. Wilki directed research in the field of centimetric waves. His laboratory, which is
not located within this factory, has been conducting a thorough study of American and British
radar installed on aircraft as well as radar sights for bombing and reconnaissance.

According to the assessments of the German specialists, the Americans and Brits have been very
successful in the field of radar—especially in submarine warfare. Their aircraft detect periscopes
from tens of kilometers away. In this regard, they have also worked a great deal on instruments to
alert submarine crews that they have been illuminated by aircraft radar.

At the factory, they were involved in the series production of aircraft radar using American and
British experience. The radar manufacturing shops were well equipped with electronic monitoring
instruments.The factory turned out to be relatively new. They finished building it in 1939. In
all, counting the Ostarbeiter, some 6,000–7,000 people worked there. Of that number, 3,000 were
engineers and technicians. They experienced no shortage of materials or supplies.

The Lorenz and Blaupunkt companies provided large television screens for the radar and re-
ceivers.“But you didn’t study Soviet radar?”

According to information from our military, they did not find radar on a single one of your airplanes.
And among the captured materials that they were able to provide us during our troops’ o↵ensive,
there was also nothing of interest.We decided that the Russians had safeguarded this technology
so well that it did not fall into the hands of our military.”

I think that he spoke of “safeguarding” to be polite. In actual fact, they had surmised that during
the war we had virtually no aircraft radar and radar sights. [...]

We wore them out with questions about other firms and studies. Like all radio and electronics spe-
cialists, they were well informed about related firms and developments and told us that Telefunken
and Lorentz were involved primarily in radar technology for air defense purposes, while Askania
and Siemens were involved in remote control. Over the past six months, many directors along with
sta↵ and laboratories had been moved to Thuringia and Westphalia.They knew that the secret
weapon, the “vengeance rocket,” was being made in Peenemünde. None of them had ever been
there—it was very secret. But other divisions of Telefunken were building ground-based radars and
stations for the radio control of rockets.

The tube shops were excellently equipped. Here they were making magnetron tubes with a pulse
power of up to 100 kilowatts!
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That is how we first heard about the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Dahlem. Later, while exchanging
impressions about everything that we had seen at Telefunken and then at Lorentz, we mused how,
in spite of the strictest secrecy, scientific knowledge and its progress are ultimately shared between
countries.Thoughts are transmitted between scientists over some sort of telepathic channel. Not only
did we all toil separately, but we believed, and quite rightly, that the Germans were our mortal
enemies. Our allies, out of consideration for secrecy, hardly shared their work with us. Nevertheless,
with the exception of small lapses, parallel developments were taking place in the scientific fields
of radar, nuclear energy, and rocket technology.

[Vol. 1, pp. 234–235:] DIARY ENTRY. 10 May 1945.

We barely managed to make our way to the Lorentz company in Tempelhof. [...]

Even before our visit, the factory itself had been taken over by the “trade union” o�cers of Moscow’s
radio factories.They had also appropriated from the basement, but did not interfere with our
inspection. We talked with the German specialists for about two hours.They showed us transmitters
for 3- and 9-centimeter range radars. It was interesting that the laboratory, which specialized in
the development of television receivers, was quickly reoriented for instruments with large radar
observation cathode ray tubes.

The factory produced ground-based radio stations with large rotating antennas for guiding aircraft
to their airfields. We ascertained that in practice these radar stations were also used to control air
battles in the direct coverage zone. We were surprised by the number of circular scanning stations
with large screens that made it possible to see hostile aircraft and distinguish them from one’s
own. The Germans claimed that they had already produced around one hundred of these stations.
It was hard to believe, considering the exceptional complexity and labor intensity of the system.
Development of the Freya radar began as early as 1938. It enabled the detection of an aircraft at
a distance of up to 120 kilometers. The Würzburg radar with a spherical antenna was developed
to control anti- aircraft fire. Night fighters homed in on the target using the powerful “Würzburg
Giant” radar station. At the beginning of the war, all of the German radar technology was in the
decimeter range. The German engineers advised us, “Our war with the Brits was fought not only
on the battlefield and in the air, but also in laboratories.They had already achieved great success
as early as 1942 thanks to their daring switch to the centimeter range. At that time we did not
have the same tube technology.”

[Vol. 1, p. 235–238] He was Aleksandr Ivanovich Shokin, representing the GKO Council on Radar.
At that time I had no way of knowing that I had met with the future deputy minister of the radio
engineering industry, who would become the minister of the electronic industry. I would have the
occasion to meet with him more than once in the latter period of his hypostases, almost up until
his demise in 1986.

At that time in Berlin he said bitterly that, in spite of serious scientific achievements, our radio
engineering and electronics industry was undoubtedly poorly developed compared with what we
were seeing here. On this visit, as during all of our visits to German factories and laboratories,
we were stunned by the abundance of instruments—both universal and special-purpose, especially
in comparison to their scarcity at home. Vacuum-tube voltmeters, oscillographs, audio-signal gen-
erators, filters of all kinds, standard amplifiers, wave meters, frequency meters, etc., etc.—and all
of it was high quality. Instrument models that we had considered precious before the war were
continually showing up here. Not one of our institutes, factories, or laboratories could even imagine
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such abundance.

But indeed the war of the laboratories was not only a war of pure intellects. Each “intellect” had to
be armed with the most advanced instruments for scientific research. This required a well-developed
instrumentation industry.

Alas, even today, fifty years after the war, we do not fully appreciate the strength of the research
scientist’s laboratory weaponry, much less that of the engineer. Incidentally, one of the burning
topics for the past ten years, our scandalous lag behind in the field of personal computers, has not
only economic but also ideological roots: indi↵erence to the specific needs of the human being as
an individual, since, in the opinion of the country’s senior leadership, above all, we had to be ahead
of the “entire planet” in the smelting of steel and iron, in coal mining, oil production, and in the
number of tractors and machine tools produced.

These garish indicators got through to the dullest bureaucrats at the highest levels of the Party-
State hierarchy, but for the longest time they did not comprehend why it was necessary to lead
or at least be on the level of an average capitalistic country in terms of providing measurement
technology, not to mention expensive computers. And when it suddenly occurred to us,it turned
out that we were one of the most backward countries in the world in that field.

Well, these are modern issues, but back then in Berlin and its surrounding areas we continued to
collect worthwhile literature and send it to Moscow. I also insisted that we send back a wide variety
of measurement technology.

Measurement equipment was my weakness during our collection of “spoils.” I carefully prepared
the cases containing instruments that had been retrieved by Red Army soldiers from the aerodrome
maintenance battalion, then and waited for “my” airplane to deliver them to “my” institute.

By the middle of May, our troika—reinforced by several more specialists from NISO and LII,
including Professor Sergey Nikolayevich Losyakov, had already put together a more or less clear
picture of the instrument and radio industry in Greater Berlin. Our list contained more than
thirty enterprises, each of which surpassed our own in terms of technology and production. The
most interesting were the laboratories and factories of Askania, Telefunken, Lorenz, Siemens, AEG,
Blaupunkt, and Loewe Radio.

For us it was a novelty that the company List, which specialized only in the development and mass-
production of multi-pin plug connectors, existed and flourished among the Germans. They had
produced hundreds of thousands of connectors for German aircraft and rockets.The concept was very
simple, but the engineering and production involved were fundamentally new to us. This innovation
developed in response to the extreme complexity of the electrical circuits used in flying vehicles.
The connectors enhanced rapid assembly and allowed electrical components to be connected and
disconnected reliably during the repair and testing of individual compartments.

The very term shteker, or plug connector, made its way into the Russian language from the Germans
after the war. Throughout history much has been transferred to the victors from the vanquished.
Only after the war did we come to appreciate what a tremendous technical role such a seemingly
simple device as the plug and socket connector was destined to play in aircraft and rocket tech-
nology! The Germans spent years developing reliable connectors, and introduced into aircraft and
rocket technology the standard List shteker, which had from two to thirty pins. We needed three
years to reproduce connectors that were as reliable. However, during our first years of mastering
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rocket technology they gave us a lot of trouble.

Now our industry produces connectors—both tiny and enormous, airtight, onboard and ground-
based—to connect and remotely disconnect more than one hundred electric circuits. Despite all of
these achievements, the problem of connector technology remains one of the most complex in the
entire world. This is why there are booths at every international aerospace exhibition advertising
hundreds of modifications of quick and reliable cable connectors. Dozens of powerful companies in
many countries produce them by the millions.

We were interested not only in individual factories, but also in the organization and structure of the
instrument and radar industry. German companies worked on a lot of technical problems on their
own initiative, without waiting for instructions “from the top.” They did not need the decisions of
the Gosplan or People’s Commissariats, without which not a single factory of ours could produce
anything. Before the war, the electric measuring technology, instrument, and radio industries had
developed rapidly to conquer the entire European market, and their products had successfully
competed with those of the United States. The companies Hartmann-Braun, Telefunken, Anschütz,
Siemens, Lorentz, AEG, Rohde & Schwarz, Askania, and Karl Zeiss enjoyed worldwide fame long
before World War II. This created a solid technological base, which we simply did not have in these
industries on the required scale at the beginning of the war.

Our general-purpose electrical instrument industry, our aircraft industry, and also our nautical
instrumentation industry were all housed in just a few buildings in Moscow and Leningrad (Elek-
tropribor, Teplopribor, and Svetlana in Leningrad; Aviapribor, the Lepse Factory, Elektrozavod,
and Manometr in Moscow).

It is revealing that when we began to reproduce technology for the V-2 rocket after the war and
develop our own new rockets, we found out that in our country there was only one factory, Krasnaya
Zarya in Leningrad, that was able to manufacture such a mundane device as the multi-contact
electrical relay. In Germany, Telefunken had three such factories and Siemens had at least two. This
is one of the reasons that German weapons production did not drop, but continuously increased
until mid-1944, despite the continuous bombing that Allied aviation inflicted on German cities.
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Figure B.134: Panel of multi-pin connectors from an A-4 (V-2) rocket produced during the war
[Peenemünde Archive, Folder ARK 41].
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Figure B.135: Part of the guidance system for an A-4 (V-2) rocket (1943) [Deutsches Museum
Archive, photo 10890].
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B.3 Integrated Circuits

[Even further miniaturization of electronics required moving from individual electronic components
to integrated circuit chips that could contain large numbers of components on the same semicon-
ductor substrate.

In 1949, Werner Jacobi (German, 1904–1985) filed a West German patent application on integrated
circuits on behalf of Siemens & Halske. Since there were a large number of German inventors who
filed patents on their wartime work when the (West) German patent o�ce reopened in 1949, it is
quite likely that Jacobi’s patent application was based on experimental work that he had conducted
at Siemens & Halske during the war (pp. 2651–2652).

Kurt Lehovec (Bohemian/Austrian/Czech, 1918–2012) developed advanced semiconductor devices
for Germany in Prague during the war. After the war he was extensively interrogated by the United
States and then moved to the United States (as part of Operation Paperclip), where he filed patents
on transistors, integrated circuits, and light emitting diodes. See pp. 2593–2599, 2653–2667, and
2730–2745. Lehovec’s integrated circuit designs may well have been based on wartime work, but
even if they were early postwar ideas, they preceded the claims of American engineers who later
worked on integrated circuits.

Other German-speaking scientists developed transistor fabrication methods that made integrated
circuits practical:

• Herbert Kroemer (German, 1928–) invented the drift transistor in 1953, the double-hetero-
structure laser diode in 1963, and III-V semiconductor heterostructures in 1966. (See pp.
1094, 2668–2680, and 2752–2757.) He won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2000 (p. 1087).

• Jean Hoerni (Swiss, 1924–1997) and Eugene Kleiner (Austrian, 1923–2003) devised methods
of manufacturing silicon transistors at Fairchild Semiconductor; see pp. 1084 and 2681–2696.
Through Fairchild and their later companies and investments, they also helped to develop
Silicon Valley.

• Karl Heinz Zaininger (German, 1929–) developed modern methods for fabricating field e↵ect
transistors (pp. 1085 and 2697–2711).

As shown on pp. 2712–2722, Helmut Gröttrup (German, 1916–1981) and Jürgen Dethlo↵ (German,
1924–2002) invented the smart card, or chip card, in 1966. Earlier, Gröttrup developed avionics
systems in Germany during the war and led the German-speaking contributions to the postwar
Soviet ballistic missile program (pp. 1820–1827).

As with transistors and printed circuits, much more research should be conducted to determine how
much work on integrated circuits was conducted in the German-speaking world during the war,
and how much impact German-speaking scientists and knowledge had on the postwar development
of integrated circuits in other countries.]
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Figure B.136: Werner Jacobi filed a patent application on integrated circuits in 1949, which was
quite likely based on experimental work that he had conducted during the war.
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Figure B.137: Werner Jacobi filed a patent application on integrated circuits in 1949, which was
quite likely based on experimental work that he had conducted during the war.
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Figure B.138: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits [NARA RG 40,
Entry UD-75, Box 28, Folder Edwin Y. Webb, Jr.].
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Figure B.139: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.140: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.141: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.142: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.143: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.144: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.145: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.146: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.147: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.148: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.149: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.150: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.151: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.152: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.153: Herbert Kroemer invented the drift transistor in 1953.
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Figure B.154: Herbert Kroemer invented the drift transistor in 1953.
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Figure B.155: Herbert Kroemer invented the drift transistor in 1953.


